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Abstract—With the increase of DDoS attacks, resource
adaptation schemes need to be effective to protect critical cloud-
hosted applications. Specifically, they need to be adaptable to
attack behavior, and be dynamic in terms of resource uti-
lization. In this paper, we propose an intelligent strategy for
proactive and reactive application migration by leveraging the
concept of ‘moving target defense’ (MTD). The novelty of our
approach lies in: (a) stochastic proactive migration frequency
minimization across heterogeneous cloud resources to optimize
migration management overheads, (b) market-driven migration
location selection during proactive migration to optimize resource
utilization, cloud service providers (CSPs) cost and user quality
of experience, and (c) fast converging cost-minimizing reactive
migration coupled with a ‘false reality’ pretense to reduce the
future attack success probability. We evaluate the effectiveness
of our proposed MTD-based defense strategy using a Software-
defined Networking (SDN) enabled GENI Cloud testbed for a
“Just-in-time news articles and video feeds” application. Our
frequency minimization results show more than 40% reduction
in DDoS attack success rate in the best cases when compared to
the traditional periodic migration schemes on homogeneous cloud
resources. The results also show that our market-driven migra-
tion location selection strategy decreases CSP cost and increases
resource utilization by 30%.

Index Terms—Cloud security, DDoS attack, moving target
defense, software-defined networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the growing trend of hosting critical applications
in, e.g., finance, biotechnology, and healthcare on cloud

platforms, there is a need to protect these applications from
the security threats of cyber attacks. One of the most com-
mon type of cyber attacks targeting cloud infrastructures is
the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack [1] that leads
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to Loss of Availability (LOA) through starvation of critical
application resources serving legitimate users. Lack of ade-
quate defense and recovery strategies to counter against such
attacks can impact cloud service provider (CSP) reputation
and cause millions of dollars in damages to cloud tenants.

The DDoS attack defense challenges within a cloud infras-
tructure are more severe than traditional cyber security risks
in two ways. Firstly, a cloud infrastructure becomes a ‘vul-
nerability amplifier’ to traditional cyber security threats due
to the highly elastic nature of the infrastructure resources
designed to serve a large population of consumers. Secondly,
new means of DDoS attacks exist that specifically target
cloud infrastructures in vulnerable areas of application multi-
tenancy within a virtual machine (VM), and within an internal
network of a CSP. Moreover, traditional ‘detect-and-react’
defense approaches [2], [3] are largely ineffective in con-
sistently maintaining the Service Level Agreements (SLA)
when under DDoS attack due to their lack of: (a) agility
in response to attack detection, (b) cost effectiveness for
the CSP, and (c) sophistication to tackle intelligent attack
strategies. Consequently, as an alternative, the cloud security
community and even federal organizations [4] are exploring
‘Cyber Agility and Defensive Maneuver’ (CAADM) mecha-
nisms that can allow for real-time service restoration through
agile cloud resource adaptations once an attack is detected.
The same mechanisms can also limit proliferation of detected
attacks within the cloud infrastructure through preventive VM
resource maneuvers.

Amongst the CAADM strategies, the Moving Target
Defense (MTD) based resource obfuscation/adaptation mech-
anisms can be effective to protect critical cloud-hosted appli-
cations. For instance, MTD-based mechanisms can be used
to perform both: (i) proactive resource adaptation, to detect
a DDoS attack and act defensively before major damage is
inflicted, and (ii) reactive resource adaptation, to act defen-
sively after an attack has occurred. At the same time, MTD-
based mechanisms are amenable to leverage the emerging
Software-defined Networking (SDN) [5] paradigm to achieve
dynamic network resource management.

However, there are three distinct issues that make the
design of such MTD-based CAADM strategies in SDN-based
systems non-trivial. Firstly, with every dynamic resource adap-
tation, the CSP encounters cost involving wastage of cloud
network/compute/storage resources, which becomes especially
prohibitive for proactive adaptations. The alternate approach of
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infrequent adaptations can leave the application vulnerable to
DDoS threats. Thus, there is a need to optimize the frequency
of proactive adaptations. Secondly, with either proactive or
reactive resource adaptations, the legitimate users of a cloud-
hosted application will experience service interruptions and
quality of experience (QoE) degradations to some extent. Such
degradations can be sustained if the resource adaptations are
sub-optimal and do not capitalize on the inherent heterogene-
ity of CSP resources to optimize performance. Thus, there is
a need to optimize the adaptations using the elastic resource
availability and SDN capabilities in cloud platforms without
noticeably impacting the end-user performance. Thirdly, suc-
cessful MTD-based defense implementations need to possess
the potential for deception, wherein a quarantine environment
traps the attacker without his/her knowledge to learn more
about the attack strategy, while the defense adaptations are
progressing to continue service to legitimate users.

In this paper, we address the above fundamental MTD-based
defense design issues within SDN-enabled cloud infrastruc-
tures. Our MTD-based defense solution is “dual-mode opera-
tional” in the sense that it allows for proactive migration of
target application in a VM for impending attacks, and triggers
reactive migration in the event of an LOA attack detection.
Our solution novelty is in the frequency minimization and
consequent ideal location selection of the target application
across heterogeneous VMs based on LOA attack probabil-
ity, which in turn minimizes cloud resource wastage without
affecting application QoE. The core principle guiding our solu-
tion is that the ideal frequency of migration to avert an LOA
attack should be frequent enough to avoid vulnerability, i.e.,
the frequency should minimize the probability of a VM being
attacked before migration. To realize this approach, we com-
pare the attack probability and migration interval selection for
different attack parameters. We demonstrate that with higher
values of attack parameters (signifying stronger attacks), the
more frequent migration is necessary.

To find the ideal VM location to migrate, we propose an
optimal market-driven scheme that is based upon distributed
optimization principles. Our market-driven scheme uses virtual
market economics in order to optimize resource allocations
during migration. We borrow virtual market economic foun-
dations that have been successful in other large-scale complex
networked systems such as, e.g., power grids. We apply a
cross-disciplinary strategy in the context of a CSP market
where applications and their subscribers behave as buyers who
require maximized utility in terms of resources allocated and
low cyber attack risk. The CSPs behave as sellers trying to
provide optimal resources at low cost. Our scheme also pro-
poses a VM reputation scheme that is based on rewards and
penalties given to VMs on a longer time scale, based on their
history of thwarting and falling prey to DDoS attack threats.
Once an ideal migration location is chosen and the target appli-
cation is migrated, all the application users are redirected to
the chosen destination VM using an SDN controller directing
OpenFlow [6] switches within the cloud infrastructure.

As part of our reactive defense mechanism, we devise a
dummy-traffic based false reality environment to trick attack-
ers into thinking their attack is still in progress, while being

quarantined for monitoring and logging. As part of this pre-
tense environment, a dedicated VM is used to create and send
dummy user packets to the attacked server. This creates a false
perception to the attacker that users are continuing to connect
to the attacked server while in actuality the application has
already been migrated to a new server, and all legitimate users
properly redirected to it. As soon as the attack is detected,
migration and false reality get triggered simultaneously so
as to: (a) prevent attackers from recognizing attack failure,
identification of a high-value target and retrying with greater
resources, (b) sustain affected services for longer time to col-
lect data to analyze the signature and pattern of attackers, to
be prepared for future attacks with minimal increase in the
overall CSP cost.

We evaluate our DDoS attack defense scheme using a GENI
Cloud [7] testbed that features cyber attack templates affect-
ing different types of cloud-hosted applications ranging from a
“just-in-time” news article and video delivery services. These
applications provide a unique target use case with multiple
vulnerability situations, attack model, user QoE degradations
and migration complications. From the collected results, we
show how our proactive scheme successfully performs migra-
tions that protect the target applications from DDoS attacks
with a very low attack success rate. Using human subject
experiments, we also show how our reactive scheme miti-
gates impact of QoE degradations to the application consumer
by a timely migration to a chosen destination VM during
a DDoS attack situation. Through extensive simulations of
migrations with diverse optimization objectives, we demon-
strate that our proposed scheme consistently outperforms other
existing greedy schemes which are largely based on centralized
optimization principles. Finally, we show that our dummy-
based false reality pretense environment successfully tricks an
attacker with a false sense of success without substantially
increasing the overall CSP cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related work. Section III discusses the system
and attack model and outlines the overall scheme. Section IV
outlines the design challenges and optimization problems.
Section V presents the analysis of the design and implemen-
tation optimizations. Section VI discusses the testbed imple-
mentation and performance evaluations. Section VII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional Cloud DDoS Defense Approaches

Recent works, such as [8] has shown that among different
types of cloud attacks, LoA through DoS variants will sta-
tistically continue to remain one of the top threats to cloud
infrastructures. Some of the traditional works in the litera-
ture that target cloud LOA attacks are [9]–[14]. Among these,
authors in [9], [10] proposed router filtering approaches to
avoid DDoS attacks. In addition, works such as [11], [12] pro-
pose different intrusion prevention system (IPS) mechanisms
for DDoS avoidance. Further, security strategies against LOA
also feature new cache design approaches such as [13], [14].
Similarly, work in [15] monitors shifts in traffic patterns due to
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DDoS attacks and guesses the attack source/transit networks
to implement LOA defense. Our work is unique compared to
these traditional approaches for defense against DDoS attacks
on cloud services because we use dynamic resource allocation
mechanisms to adapt to intelligent attacker behavior.

B. MTD Based CAADM Approaches

There have been prior works on DDoS attack characteriza-
tion such [16] that prompt actions such as packet discarding.
However, MTD based CAADM works are recently gaining
momentum in tackling cloud based threats that are predomi-
nantly reactive in nature, i.e., the defense scheme kicks in once
an attack is identified. Among these, [17]–[21] are notable.
In [17], authors propose a shuffling technique of static IP
addresses of attacked VMs. Authors in [18] propose a scheme
to move around proxy servers to an application server in order
to thwart attacks. Other notable works that apply MTD proac-
tively against cyber attacks can be seen in recent works of [19]
and [20]; authors in [19] periodically and proactively replace
one or more proxies and remap clients to proxies, whereas
we propose in a recent work [20], an approach that creates
multiple VM-replicas of critical services and assigns VM repli-
cas’ IP addresses using address space randomization. In [21],
the authors propose a MTD strategy to marginalize the attack-
ers within a small pool of decoy VMs. In recent works such
as Graphene [22] and Decima [23], authors have proposed
job scheduling techniques on heterogeneous resources using
machine learning methodologies for virtual machine selec-
tion. Our work differs in terms of the primary optimization
objectives focused on virtual machine selection based on rep-
utation estimation during a DDoS attack. Although most of the
other works claim to successfully misdirect the attackers, few
of them are proactive or reactive in nature and do not con-
sider addressing situations such as delivering consistency in
user QoE before-and-after an attack event.

C. SDN Enabled Cloud Security Strategies

SDN enabled CAADM works have also been recently
proposed for cloud infrastructures which include both MTD
and non-MTD based strategies. Among these, works such as,
e.g., [24]–[28] are notable. The work in [24] uses network
function virtualization capabilities to elastically vary the type
and scale of DDoS defense policies in the defense VMs,
and SDN is used to flexibly steer suspicious traffic through
the defense VMs. A non-MTD based strategy is adopted
in [25], where adaptive correlation of analysis is done on
attack features in suspicious flows and attacker or victim traf-
fic is throttled. In [26], the authors propose a VM IP address
mutation scheme that uses OpenFlow to route cloud users to
the target application using the updated IP address. Authors
in [27] studied the benefits and overheads of SDN-enabled
MTD schemes for VM migration. The closest related work
that uses a proactive security strategy using MTD which is
similar to our scheme is [28]. Therein, the authors use an
online VM migration strategy by predicting impending attacks
using attack traffic signature pattern recognition. However,
such works assume a homogeneous VM pool that may or may

not guarantee consistent user QoE before and after migration
with little-to-no cost benefit analysis from a CSP point of view.

D. Cloud DDoS Defense Strategies

Among the recent works that propose methods to deflect
and divert DDoS attacks, [29]–[32] are notable. An architec-
tural support for defense is utilized in [29], where a centralized
control mode is altered with a programmable distributed data
plane during attacks in order to adapt traffic routing for attack
mitigation. Authors in [30] highlight the research challenges
and solution approaches of SDN enabled DDoS defense mech-
anisms. In [31], the authors provide an overview of a MTD
based scheme for preventing DDoS attacks on distributed
systems. However, most of such works do not consider strate-
gies to divert future attacks similar to how we consider as
part of the overall defense strategy. The most notable existing
work that compares to our work is [32], where the authors used
decoy VMs to mislead the attackers. They further suggested
that there exists a bound on the differences of mean response
times between dummy and real VMs for the attacker to notice.
Thus, our work is the first effort to incorporate attacker decep-
tion in SDN enabled MTD strategies against DDoS attacks in
cloud infrastructures.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND SCHEME OVERVIEW

A. System and Attack Model

Our system model consists of a cloud application being
hosted by the CSP in a VM environment. The CSP internal
network connects the application to its consumers/users
through a SDN controller that manages Open vSwitches as
shown in Figure 1 for dynamic switching and routing. We
assume that the SDN controller is logically connected to an
authentication server that is utilized for intrusion detection
and intruder identification. Thus, the controller has knowledge
of traffic from legitimate users and attackers. As shown in
Figure 1, the users access the application through the SDN
controller driven Open vSwitches. The figure illustrates a sce-
nario after the migration and false reality initiation using a
Dummy VM when the regular clients’ traffic goes along the
regular path. The attacker is contained at the VM hosting the
target application along the attack path with a dummy user
load to deceive the attacker that the attack is still successful.
We assume that the IP addresses of the VMs hosting applica-
tions are hidden from the end-users and managed by the SDN
controller.

In order to model the application resource requirements and
the CSP resource availability, we assume that each application
ak has QoS requirement bounds {Qmax

k ,Qmin
k }, where Qmax

k
and Qmin

k are upper and lower bound vectors, each compris-
ing of different QoS metrics such as bandwidth, delay, and
jitter. The QoS requirement bounds {Qmax

k ,Qmin
k } directly

correlate to cloud resource requirement vectors {Rmax
k ,Rmin

k }
where each vector is represented by ak ’s upper or lower
bounds of network/compute/storage resource requirements.
Resource provisioning below Rmin

k violates SLAs (i.e., users
cannot access the application properly), and resource provi-
sioning above Rmax

k does not produce any user-perceivable
performance benefits.
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Fig. 1. Proposed MTD based VM migration and false reality initiation with
a Dummy VM against DDoS attacks.

We assume that each application has a priority pk to the
CSP that is derived from the “value-at-risk” for that partic-
ular service. The CSP decides application priority, and typi-
cally mission-critical applications with very strict performance
bounds will have higher priority than others. Application
priority also drives the application’s selection for proactive
or reactive migration which is detailed in Section IV. In
our model, the SDN controller controls and maintains the
resource usage status of all VMs that periodically share status
information such as, residual compute/storage capacity with
the controller using the control path (as shown in Figure 1).
Unique from prior works, we assume the VM pool to be
heterogeneous, i.e., the VMs have different resource availabil-
ities in terms of levels of compute/storage capacity, network
connectivity with varying available bandwidth, and each pos-
sessing unique trust/reputation level (e.g., in terms of attack
surface) signifying varying ability to handle DDoS attack
effects.

We design the scheme for realistic DDoS attacks on cloud
environments where the attacker launches both application
layer and transport layer attacks to the target application and
hosting VM thereby blocking all ports and exhausting all
resources (e.g., ‘slowloris’, ‘Slow HTTP POST’, and ‘Slow
Read attack’). In order to optimize the frequency of proactive
migration, we analytically model such DDoS attack on a target
application to be a Poisson process with exponentially dis-
tributed attack inter-arrival times on the VM hosting the target
application [33]–[36]. Arrival and departure processes of DoS
and DDoS traffic in a network have been typically modeled
as Poisson Point Process (PPP) in prior literature [37]–[39].
This is predicated based on the fact that in a data network, any
and all traffic is typically modeled as PPP and DDoS traffic
regardless of the traffic volume [40]. Our threat model is based
on such well known assumptions. Although our mathematical
analysis and related results are dependent on the PPP assump-
tion, our proposed overall architecture and solution strategy are
valid for modeling the attack to any other distribution (e.g.,
heavy tailed such as pareto [38]).

In our system and attack model, every VM will experience
two states: Attacked, when the VM (i.e., the target application

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THE SYSTEM AND ATTACK MODELS

it is hosting) is either under attack or being actively probed
before an attack, and Idle, when the VM is under no active
attack. As per Poisson process, the Attacked and Idle period
durations are independent and are exponentially distributed
with parameters λa = 1

Ta
and μi = 1

Ti
where Ta and Ti

are the expected attack and idle durations. The fraction λa
μi

is
called the DDoS ‘attack budget’ on a particular VM which
defines the upper limit of the attack period duration as a frac-
tion of the idle period duration that ensures no attack detection.
Such an DDoS attack model on VMs is very similar to the
way wireless base stations’ transmission pattern is modeled
on a particular channel based on its power budget [36]. The
overall attack model used for this work is simple, yet repre-
sentative of general DDoS attacks as modeled in prior works
such as [17], [26], [32]. Table I shows the commonly used
notations/definitions for the system and attack models.

B. Scheme Overview

We propose an SDN-enabled resource adaptation that uses
the MTD scheme to cope against DDoS attacks. The SDN con-
troller routing module (as shown in Figure 2) is responsible for
managing and performing proactive and reactive migrations.
The MTD scheme predominantly adopts a proactive strategy
(unless an active attack is detected) where the SDN con-
troller performs dynamic resource adaptations by migrating the
applications between VMs. The frequency of the migration is
managed by the ‘Proactive Migration Location and Frequency
Negotiator’ as shown in Figure 2. The ‘Proactive Migration
Location and Frequency Negotiator’ is also responsible for
new VM location selections while migrating applications. For
proactive migration, the module offline computes an allocation
based on a Least Joint method (discussed in Section IV-B)
to identify the best candidate VM with the help of a ‘VM
Resource Analyzer’, and ‘Network Bandwidth Analyzer’.
During application ak ’s migration, the allocated resources
(RJ

k ) from new VM vJ by the SDN controller is within the
range {Rmax

k ,Rmin
k } that also depends on factors such as,
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Fig. 2. Software architecture depicting modules responsible for different
operations within the SDN controller.

e.g., cloud resource availability at vJ , and application prior-
ity pk . Once the optimal migration frequency and ideal VM
location are computed, the SDN controller initiates the migra-
tion process through the ‘Migration and Redirection Initiator
Module’, which performs migration by taking a snapshot of
the VM currently hosting the migrating application. It also
subsequently transfers the snapshot state associated files to
the new VM location along the data migration path as shown
in Figure 1. Upon migration completion, all the application
users are re-routed to the new VM using the Open vSwitches.

However, for an active DDoS attack, the entire migration
process is preempted by attack detection through an ‘Intrusion
Detector’ that performs intrusion detection, and intruder iden-
tification with the help of Authentication server. For the
reactive strategy, the ‘Reactive Migration and False Reality
Negotiator’ performs an online, fast converging, reactive, and
greedy Least Cost approach (discussed in Section IV-B) to
decide the new VM location. The SDN controller also ensures
that for the user redirection, all the regular users (except for
the attackers) are re-routed to the new VM via the Open
vSwitches. For the reactive strategy, the SDN controller initi-
ates the false reality through dummy traffic generation from the
standby Dummy VMs along the dummy traffic path on the VM
under attack. The ‘Attack Profiler’ and ‘Network Bandwidth
Analyzer’ modules feed the ‘Reactive Migration and False
Reality Negotiator’ key information required to calculate just
the sufficient amount of dummy traffic to create a pretense
that the attack is still succeeding. The ‘Reactive Migration
and False Reality Negotiator’ also performs the cost-benefit
analysis of creating a false reality to ensure that the benefits
of the pretense over-weigh the associated cost incurred.

IV. PROACTIVE AND REACTIVE DESIGN CHALLENGES

In this section, we formalize the optimization problems for
migration frequency, and ideal migration location selection.

A. Problem of Optimizing the Frequency of Proactive
Migration

The ideal frequency of VM migration will be such that it
is not too infrequent to make the VM vulnerable to DDoS

attacks. At the same time, the frequency should not be too
often to waste valuable cloud network resources. To solve
this frequency optimization problem, we assume the interval
between two consecutive migrations of a particular application
to be Tm which is infinitely large if there is no DDoS attack,
thus minimizing the network resource wastage. However, due
to threats of DDoS attacks, Tm needs to be adjusted just
enough so that it is less than the DDoS attack inter-arrival time.
Thus, the modified optimization problem can be formulated as:

maximize (Tm )

s .t . Tm ≤ cyber attack inter-arrival time (1)

Tm will be a function of mean attack period duration and
idle period duration (attack inter-arrival times) Ta and Ti , i.e.,
in other words, Tm will be dependent on λa and μi , where
the exponentially distributed random variable for attack period
duration x with mean Ta = 1

λa
is given by

f1(x ) =

{
λae

−λax ∀ x ≥ 0
0 ∀ x < 0

(2)

Similarly, the exponentially distributed random variable for
idle period duration y with mean Ti =

1
μi

is given by

f2(y) =

{
μie

−μiy ∀ y ≥ 0
0 ∀ y < 0

(3)

B. Problem of Selecting the Ideal Migration Location

The objective of the ideal VM selection is a VM vJ ’s
ability to satisfy the application ak ’s QoS requirements
{Qmax

k ,Qmin
k }, i.e., in other words its resource requirements

{Rmax
k ,Rmin

k }. Due to the heterogeneity of the VM pool,
we argue that the important factors for such a selection are:
(a) vJ ’s resource (storage/CPU capacity) availability Ravl

J that
influences the overall application utility U J

k ; (b) the avail-
able network bandwidth between the current VM vI hosting
the migrating application and destination vJ that impacts the
network cost of migration NC IJ

k ; (c) the per unit resource
cost ΨJ at VM vJ that impacts the application deployment
cost DC J

k ; and (d) the reputation rJ of VM vJ that impacts
the vulnerability of the application to DDoS attacks. The ideal
VM location is selected with an aim to maximize the overall
CSP utility (UCSP ) by using one of the four basic selection
schemes: ‘Least Cost’, ‘Least Latency’, ‘Least Vulnerability’
and ‘Least Joint’, which are described in the following:

Least Cost: Least Cost scheme considers the costs involved
in resource price at VM vJ for reserving resources to an appli-
cation ak to be migrated. The scheme migrates applications
on VMs such that every application is assigned Rmin

k amount
of resources in order to decrease cost. Though the application
QoS may not be optimum, the scheme increases UCSP of the
system since it reduces operational costs for the CSP.

Least Latency: Least Latency is a utility maximization
scheme which maximizes application latency (as perceived at
the application user level) by placing applications with close to
Rmax
k resources on the nearest candidate VM from the current

VM location. In other words, with other QoS metrics being
constant, the overall QoS is inversely proportional to the func-
tion of user-perceived latency (greater the latency, lesser is the
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QoS). The scheme provides a high UCSP due to increased
QoS with latency-awareness between applications and VMs.

Least Vulnerability: Least Vulnerability scheme tries to
reduce the future DDoS attack success probability by migrat-
ing the application to a VM with very high reputation rJ
in terms of DDoS attack history and exposed attack sur-
faces. This scheme does not mandate the amount of allocated
resources and can be combined with Least Cost or Least
Latency schemes in order to manage UCSP .

Least Joint: Least Joint scheme combines the optimizations
of the above three placement schemes and tries to achieve
a higher UCSP . The scheme considers all the factors that
influence the overall CSP net utility in terms of: resource avail-
ability, application utility, resource price, network latency, and
VM reputation.

In our proposed MTD scheme, our objective is to design
a Least Joint strategy for offline reactive migration that can
optimize all the desired factors by finding the ideal migration
destination VM. However, for reactive migration, we seek to
design an online Least Cost scheme in order to compute with
a fast converging migration algorithm due to the very small
amount of reaction time with a VM under attack. Moreover,
establishing an effective false reality for DDoS attacks is a
challenging proposition. The two main challenges and consid-
erations that need to be accounted includes: (a) the need to
build the capability within the reactive migration mechanism
in order to seamlessly create an illusion of success with mini-
mal noticeable alteration in attacker QoS, and (b) performing
the necessary tasks in a cost-effective way so that the cost
of false reality for the CSP does not exceed the benefits of
keeping the attacker entrapped in a decoy.

V. MTD STRATEGY OPTIMIZATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present our proactive and reactive migra-
tion strategy design, and false reality implementation approach
to solve the above optimization problems. We first quan-
tify optimal migration frequency, followed by a market-driven
ideal migration location computation, and finally design a cost-
effective dummy management based false reality environment
implementation.

A. Stochastic Optimization of Migration Frequency

In order to optimize the frequency of proactive migration,
let us assume that the random variable representing the attack
inter-arrival time be z which is the sum of two independent
random variables for Attacked and Idle periods x and y respec-
tively, i.e., z = x + y. Therefore, the distribution of attack
inter-arrival time z is obtained as:

fZ (z ) = fX (x ) ∗ fY (y)

=

∫ +∞

−∞
fX (z − y)fY (y)dy

=

{
λaμi [e−λa z−e−μi z ]

(λa−μi )
∀ λa �= μi

λ2aze
−λaz otherwise

(4)

In order to quantify the optimal Tm , we approach the
problem by first calculating the probability of VM getting

attacked before migration. Such a probability is expressed as:

Prob{VM getting attacked before migration}
= Prob{z ≤ Tm} (VM attack being memoryless)

=

∫ Tm

−∞
fZ (z )dz

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∫
Tm

0

λaμi [e−λa z−e−μi z ]
(λa−μi )

dz ∀ λa �= μi∫
Tm

0
λ2aze

−λazdz otherwise

=

{
μi(e−λaTm−1)+λa(1−e−μiTm )

λa−μi
∀ λa �= μi

1− e−λaTm (λaTm + 1) otherwise
(5)

Now in order to satisfy the condition in optimization
Equation (5), probability of VM getting attacked before migra-
tion, i.e., Prob{z ≤ Tm} needs to be minimized. This reduces
the optimization problem from Equation (5) to:

minimize (Prob{z ≤ Tm}) (6)

However, due to the asymptotic nature of exponentially
distributed random variable z, the nature of Equation (5) is
continuously increasing and asymptotic; and thus does not
have any maxima or minima. Therefore, for a particular cyber
attack scenario (i.e., with statistical λa and μi known), the
optimal Tm can be evaluated by tuning the desired probability
of VM getting attacked before migration, i.e., Prob{z ≤ Tm}.

B. Market-Driven Migration Utility Optimization

In real-world cloud scenarios, we can view the utility
maximization (UCSP ) as a CSP-level process which deter-
mines ideal resource quantities that provide maximum gain
to the CSP. Similarly, the cost minimization process captures
the CSP’s sentiment to explore the minimum amount it has to
pay to maximize the profit out of the bargain for the identified
ideal cloud resources. The utility maximization for application
migration corresponds to a behavior in which the CSP searches
for the ideal VM resource provisioning for each migrating
application. Such a search can maximize utility, while the
cost minimization step relates to determining a VM location
where the least cost of resource consumption is observed.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a market-driven
“Bid” (B) metric which folds-in the utility maximization and
cost minimization into one quantity. It allows for identifica-
tion of application resource requirements and finds an optimal
VM vopt by selecting the VM which produces minimal “Bid”
value, where “Bid” value for migrating application ak from
VM vI to VM vJ is computed by the formulation given below:

B IJ
k = U J

k −MC IJ
k −DC J

k (7)

where for every migrating application ak , the CSP computes
the final “Bid” value max(B IJ

k ) by iterating over all VMs.
The above Equation (7) consists of several major components
that are explained in detail below:

• Utility (U J
k ): We model the utility of migrating appli-

cation ak to VM vJ as a measure of the migration
decision. The VM resource allocation information is sup-
plied via a resource allocation vector (RJ

k ) which is a
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multi-dimensional vector; each dimension refers to one
type of resource available in the VM. The migration
information is inherent since we are modeling “Bid”
value for every VM. Equation (8) gives the utility which
is a dot product of the VM reputation (discussed later)
and percentage of maximum resource requirement of ak
that was eventually allocated. Thus, a VM with better
reputation and resource allocation closer to the maximum
requirement will result in better utility.

U J
k = rJ ×

(
RJ

k
Rmax

k

)
(8)

• Migration Cost (MC IJ
k ): The migration cost as depicted

in Equation (9) captures the cost of migrating ak from
VM vI to VM vJ . The overall migration cost is the sum
of the snapshot cost at VM vI and the network cost of
transferring snapshot files from VM vI to VM vJ .

MC IJ
k = SC I

k + NC IJ
k (9)

• Deployment Cost (DC J
k ): The deployment cost or

resource usage cost at VM vJ is a measure for the cost
associated with accessing the total allocated resources
(RJ

k ) for ak from VM J. The price vector (γTJ ) is a
multi-dimension vector where each dimension refers to
the price of one unit of one type of resource at VM J.
Hence, the dot product of price vector with resource allo-
cation vector produces the total resource usage cost of
accessing RJ

k resources from VM J.

DC J
k = γTJ × RJ

k (10)

• Quality and resource Constraint: We use additional
constraints for ensuring application users’ QoS and corre-
sponding resource requirement satisfaction which focuses
on maintaining the user experience even after migration.
Through this constraint we ensure that the total allocated
resources (RJ

k ) for ak from VM J is within ak ’s resource
requirement bounds {Rmax

k ,Rmin
k } and at the same time,

not more than VM vJ ’s total available resources Ravl
J .

RJ
k ≤ Ravl

J & Rmin
k ≤ RJ

k ≤ Rmax
k

• Reputation (rJ ): We argue that the previous history of a
VM in terms of instances of DDoS attacks along with
its capability of deflecting future attacks (represented
through vulnerability or attack surface) is a critical fac-
tor in deciding the VM’s suitability to be selected for
migration. As the terms ‘previous history’ and vulner-
ability are subjective concepts, we translate this into a
quantifiable ‘VM reputation’ which is an objective indi-
cator of how robust a VM is to future DDoS attacks. As
the nature and modeling of trust and reputation in cloud
environment (both service centric and resource centric) is
an active area of research [41] which is independent of a
CSP level defense mechanism, we deem further compu-
tation and analysis of rJ to be out of the scope of this
work.

We assume that the CSP hosting the target application
will have deployment/migration cost models for VMs. The

Algorithm 1: utilityMaximization Algorithm

Data: Resource requirement vector {Rmax
k ,Rmin

k } and
priority pk of application to be migrated ak

Data: Reputation rJ of VM vJ
Data: Snapshot cost SC I

k of ak at vI
Data: Network cost NC IJ

k of migrating ak from vI to vJ
Data: Price ΨJ of one unit of one type of resource at vJ
Data: Allocable resources RJ

k to ak at VM vJ
Result: Optimal VM vopt and corresponding resource

allocation R
opt
k that maximizes net utility

for all candidate VMs J for migration do
RJ
k = calculateAllocation({Rmax

k ,Rmin
k }, pk );

U J
k = rJ × Rmax

k

RJ
k

;

MC IJ
k = SC I

k + NC IJ
k ;

DCJ
k = ΨJ × RJ

k ;
BIJ
k = U J

k −MC IJ
k −DCJ

k ;
end

Find J̄ for which BI J̄
k is maximum;

Return vopt = vJ̄ ;

Return R
opt
k = RJ̄

k ;

actual cost will depend upon the system complexity (i.e., num-
ber of different Web services used in the target application
services composition) and scale (i.e., number of concurrent
users accessing the target application). In our model, the var-
ious components (cost, constraints, and reputation) contribute
linearly to the final “Bid” value computed by the SDN con-
troller. At the end of first step, we have a n × m Bid matrix,
where n is the number of VMs and m is the number of
resources, and reflects the resource allocation vectors for all
VMs. Based on the final values of individual VM’s Bid matrix,
the final decision on the ideal VM location is taken and the
migration is initiated. The pseudocode of our market-driven
optimization approach is shown in Algorithm 1, which iter-
ates until bids from all VMs are calculated for one migration
instance. Upon completion of big calculation, the SDN con-
troller chooses the VM with the highest bid value as the
migration destination. Algorithm 2 computes the vector RJ

k
that satisfies the application resource requirements and also
does not exceed the VM resource availability. If a VM cannot
satisfy both conditions, the RJ

k value for that VM is 0. This in
turn leads to 0 overall utility and thereby reduces that VM’s
chances of being selected as the migration location destination.

C. Establishing Dummy Traffic Based False Reality

Statistically, an attacker can differentiate between dummy
VM and a real VM hosting an application for multiple users
by probing message response times and percentage of dropped
packets. In [32], the authors have proved that if the mean
response times for the dummy and real VMs are equal to
1
rtd

, and 1
rtr

, then the number of responses K needed for the
attacker to distinguish between dummy and real VMs within
time T is given as:

K = argmin
k

‖
(
rtr
rtd

)k

e−(rtr−rtd )T > C‖ (11)
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Algorithm 2: calculateAllocation Algorithm

Data: Resource requirement vector {Rmax
k ,Rmin

k } and
priority pk of application to be migrated ak

Data: Available resources Ravl
J of VM vJ

Result: Allocable resources RJ
k to ak at VM vJ

if
(
Ravl
J < Rmin

k

)
then

RJ
k = 0;

else
if
(
pk × Rmax

k < Rmin
k

)
then

RJ
k = Rmin

k ;
else

RJ
k = pk × Rmax

k ;

Return RJ
k ;

where C is a parameter dependent on the rate of attacker
probes and in turn on the attacker’s attack budget.

Thus, in order for an attacker to quickly distinguish between
decoy and real VMs, the attacker has to either: (a) increase
the attack budget, or (b) rely on the difference between the
response times from dummy and real VMs 1

rtd
and 1

rtr
,

respectively to be big enough. In other words, greater the
difference, higher are the chances of dummy/real VM iden-
tification. However, for the first option, increasing the attack
budget would mean a greater chance of getting detected for
the attacker. Thus, in most cases attackers would rely on their
ability to precisely differentiate between the response times.
Therefore, from the perspective of a CSP, if the false real-
ity can minimize the difference between the dummy and real
VM response times, the probability of the attacker detecting a
dummy VM within finite amount of time will decrease. Thus,
in our MTD with false reality implementation, we will use
dummy VMs to generate just the adequate amount of dummy
traffic to the VM under attack (after application migration
and user redirection) that mimics the realistic traffic pattern
of regular users. Such a dummy traffic will ensure that when
the attacker returns to intermittent probing periods between
prolonged flooding periods, the attacker does not experience
any noticeable difference between the behaviors of the VM,
with/without the regular users. For simplicity of analysis, we
will assume the scenario of a single attacker for analysis, how-
ever our propositions will also be valid for multiple attacker
scenarios.

Another important consideration while establishing a false
reality environment is its cost-benefit analysis. Although the
benefit of keeping an attacker entrapped and efforts to min-
imize the chances of future attacks is well motivated, we
make a simplistic approach below to quantitatively analyze the
cost and benefits of implementing our proposed false reality
environment. The overall cost of false reality implementation
(CFR) to the CSP through dummy VM installation and dummy
traffic generation is essentially the cost of CPU utilization
(CC

FR) of the VM and the network cost (CN
FR) for dummy

traffic generation that can be expressed as:

CFR = CC
FR + CN

FR (12)

Fig. 3. GENI Cloud testbed topology with VM hosted target application,
other candidate and dummy VMs, regular users, DDoS attackers, and SDN
controller.

On the other hand, qualitative benefits of false reality are
the fact that the regular users experience no or little service
interruption boosting the CSP revenue, and continued collec-
tion of attack statistics from the VM under attack for more
efficent proactive migration strategy design. However, in order
to quantify the benefits, we take the approach of measuring
the “lost opportunity cost” of false reality, i.e., the amount
of cloud resource (network and compute) saved by preventing
attacker to migrate with the target application and relaunch an
attack on the new VM, thereby jeopardizing new reosurces.
Such resource saving is in turn equal to the cost of a DDoS
attack in terms of cloud resource wastage (CC

DDoS for compute
resource and CN

DDoS for network resource). Thus, if we ignore
the benefits of attack statistics collection which is beyond the
scope of this work, then the overall benefits of false reality in
terms of “lost opportunity cost” is equal to or greater than the
cost of DDoS attack, and can be expressed as:

BFR >
(
CC
DDoS + CN

DDoS

)
(13)

Therefore, if we compare the costs and benefits of false
reality from Equations (12) and (13) respectively, implement-
ing false reality environment will only be cost effective or
optimal, if the CSP defense mechanism obtained from the
‘Attack Profiler’ satisfies the following conditions:

CC
DDoS + CN

DDoS > CC
FR + CN

FR. (14)

VI. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the performance evaluation
of our proposed scheme in the GENI Cloud [7] infrastruc-
ture. The performance evaluation is three-pronged: (i) we first
compare the performance of our proposed frequency-minimal
proactive migration scheme (FM-UM) with heterogeneous VM
pool against a more periodic MTD scheme that considers a
homogeneous VM environment [28], (ii) we then compare the
performance of our market-driven utility maximal (FM-UM)
migration technique against other one-dimensional migration
approaches, such as least cost, least latency, random etc., and
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of detectable metrics during the DDoS probing stage for different attack intensities.

(iii) finally we showcase the ability of establishing a false real-
ity environment to successfully deceive the attacker against
conventional CAADM approaches without false reality.

A. Experiment Setup

Our experiment setup on a GENI Cloud testbed that we built
as shown in Figure 3 consists of the following components:

• Target application: We use one VM hosting the DDoS
target application at the Illinois InstaGENI location. For
one set of experiments, we use a ‘Just-in-time news’
feed application with a client database. The applica-
tion supplies the latest news articles via RSS (Rich
Site Summary) feeds [42] when it receives HTTP GET
requests from the clients. Such an application “Data-at-
rest” scenario acts as a ideal targets for DDoS attacks.
For another set of experiments with human subjects, we
install a ‘Just-in-time news’ news video server as target
application that is used to collect mean opinion scores
(MOS) based on user QoE before, during and after attack
scenarios.

• Regular users: We use four different VM locations gen-
erating non-malicious regular user traffic ranging from 1
to 200 users. The users simulate the client side browsers,
where they send GET HTTP requests to the target appli-
cation, and receive article RSS feeds or news video feeds
as responses.

• DDoS attackers: Two separate VM locations simulate
DDoS attacker behavior where they launch application
and transport layer attacks on the target application and
hosting VM. The consequent impact is that there will be
a blocking of all ports and exhaustion of all the applica-
tion VM related resources. In particular, we install two
attackers that use ‘slowhttptest’ as the attack tool that
is a compilation of various DoS attack tools such as
‘slowloris’, ‘Slow HTTP POST’, and ‘Slow Read attack’
(based on TCP persist timer exploit). We use it on two
Linux VMs acting as attackers to launch a combined TCP
Layer and Application Layer (HTTP request) attack on
the target application.

• Candidate and dummy VMs: Upto 30 candidate and
dummy VMs are installed at different locations simu-
lating varied usage and suitability scenarios (utilization,
bandwidth, and reputation) discussed in Sections IV-B
and V-C. The simulation randomly assigns the candidate

VMs with different values of their properties to form
a heterogeneous VM pool. The properties include:
storage/compute resource availability, available network
bandwidth, a randomly generated binary reputation met-
ric, and a multi-dimensional unit price vector.

• SDN controller: The SDN controller along with the
software components as shown in Figure 2 is imple-
mented using Python scripts and installed at the Missouri
InstaGENI location. For the SDN functionality, we use
the open-source POX controller that is available on GENI
platform’s OVS. For every flow that goes through the
OVSes, the forwarding part is dealt at the ‘Data Plane’;
while the SDN controller governs the ‘Control Plane’.

B. Effects of Probing and DDoS Attack

In order to establish the effects of DDoS probing and attack
on the target application, we show the attack behavior anal-
ysis results in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), the average response
times for the idle and probing periods are compared for dif-
ferent number of users. We can observe that the response time
increases during the probing period due to the relatively large
number of packets sent by the attacker. Figure 4(b) shows
the same average response time metric results for different
attack intensities, i.e., number of probing packets/second. We
observe that not only the average response time value increases
with the attack intensity, but with more users accessing the
target application, the attacker is expected to have longer
response times for a fixed probing rate. Figure 4(c) shows
experiment results comparable to Figure 4(b) for percentage
of dropped packets. Similar to the response time, the percent-
age of dropped packets also increases with the attack intensity,
and with higher number of users for a fixed attack intensity.

After the probing, the attackers gradually flood the system
with HTTP GET requests to slow down all resources of the
VM hosting the target news feed application to stall/disrupt its
service. While this attack is being launched, regular users send
requests for accessing the resources. The response times for
one of the regular users when DDoS attacks are launched from
one VM is shown in Figure 5(a), and the response time with
attacks from multiple VMs is shown in Figure 5(b). Unlike the
probing period, the effects of such attacks in terms of response
time are exponential in nature. Thus, the ability of the attackers
in minimizing the measurable effects during the probing stage
decides the impact of the subsequent DDoS attacks.
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Fig. 5. Response time degradation for low/high DDoS intensity.

C. Frequency Optimization Performance Results

We perform proactive migration of the target application
using the optimal Tm for FM-UM by fixing the upper bound
of tolerable attack success rate (from Equation (5)). We vary
the probability of attack on the target application by vary-
ing the ratio Ta

Ti
that is essentially dependent on the attack

budget. We compare the performance improvement over a peri-
odic migration in four cases: (i) migration without candidate
reputation rJ , (ii) migration with rJ (assuming 20% of candi-
date VMs are immune to attacks), (iii) migration on clusters
enabled with Decima [23], wherein the model inherently learns
the reputation of candidate VMs as well as the attack patterns
in order to trigger intermittent migrations, and (iv) migration
on clusters enabled with Decima using the optimal Tm for
FM-UM. As shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), we can observe
that for different attack budgets, our proposed proactive migra-
tion strategy with optimal migration frequency for clusters
performs on par with Decima in similar environment configu-
rations. We also can observe that FM-UM applied on clusters
with attack immunity reputation outperforms FM-UM without
reputation as well as Decima. Moreover, consideration of clus-
ters enabled with Decima as well as our FM-UM scheme can
further improve the system attack resilience compared to only
using the FM-UM scheme. Thus, we justify the benefits of
our proposed migration frequency optimization and reputation
factor consideration. We remark that the proactive migration
can be implemented seamlessly in today’s cloud platforms that
provide sophisticated functionality (e.g., AWS Connector) for
virtual machines and related network configuration migrations.

Figure 7 shows the computation overhead time experi-
enced by the SDN controller for running migration frequency
optimization and migration utility maximization algorithms.
We can see that both characteristics introduce minimal work-
load even with increasing number of candidate VMs.

D. Utility Optimization Performance Results

In the next set of experiments, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed least joint (LJ) based proactive migration
against other traditional utility maximization schemes, such
as, least cost (LC), least latency (LL), least vulnerability (LV),
and random (RD) as explained in Section IV-B. Based on the
definition provided in Section IV-B, we program the SDN con-
troller to use these different schemes in order to choose the
destination VM from the pool of candidate VMs. Upon selec-
tion, we calculate the different market related performance
metrics from the selected VM described in Section V-B.
Each experiment is run 20 times by randomly changing the

Fig. 6. Migration frequency optimization performance.

Fig. 7. Computation overhead time characteristics that shows minimal
workload for increasing number of candidate VMs.

VM properties and the average characteristics as shown in
Figures 8 and 9.

In Figure 8, we show the performance of different proactive
migration schemes in terms of maximizing the overall utility,
maximizing the reputation of the selected VM, and minimiz-
ing the overall cost of the CSP as calculated in Section IV-B.
We varied the number of candidate VMs in the system from
5 to 25 to check the generality of the observed characteristics.
Figure 8(a) shows that the LV scheme performs the best in
terms of choosing the VMs with best reputation scores closely
followed by the proposed FM-UM LJ scheme. The observation
is consistent for different values of candidate VMs. Similar
characteristics can be observed in Figure 8(b) where the best
performance is obtained by the LC scheme closely followed
by our proposed LJ scheme. The results are consistent given
that the one-dimensional LV and LC schemes perform the best
as one would expect for the respective metrics (i.e., vulner-
ability and cost) that the schemes are designed to maximize.
However, the proposed LJ method notably performs almost
as good as the one-dimensional schemes for their respective
metrics. The overall benefit of the proposed LJ scheme is evi-
dent in Figure 8(c), where our scheme ensures by 30% better
maximum overall utility.

Similar experiment results are shown in Figure 9 corre-
sponding to the QoS metrics such as average packets dropped,
and average response time at the user side. In these results,
we observe that the LL scheme performs the best when it
optimizes the network bandwidth between the old and new
VMs. However, similar to Figure 8, the proposed LJ scheme
performs almost as good as the LL scheme with the other
schemes performing much worse. Figures 8 and 9 overall
demonstrate the benefits of LJ as the preferred scheme for
VM location selection in case of the proactive migration strat-
egy. This is because of the fact that this scheme optimizes
all the properties that determine the suitability of a VM. The
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Fig. 8. Comparison of candidate proactive schemes on different performance metrics.

Fig. 9. Comparison of candidate proactive schemes on QoS attributes.

other candidate schemes although perform better than the LJ
scheme in their respective metrics, no clear favorite emerges
among these when all the metrics are jointly considered.

E. Reactive Migration Performance Results

Although we have established that our proposed FM-UM
LJ scheme yields best overall performance post migration,
such an optimization can only be performed offline in the
case of proactive migration. In cases when an active DDoS
attack is detected, the CSP needs to initiate a fast converg-
ing, greedy, online migration, such as in the LC scheme, in
order to migrate the target application and redirect the users
quickly/safety without significantly compromising the CSP
cost. In order to compare the post-migration QoS effects of
the LC and RD reactive migrations, we observe the response
time characteristics of one of the regular users as shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b). Figure 10(a) shows the performance
of our proposed LC based reactive migration where the SDN
controller chooses Rutgers InstaGENI location as destination
VM location because it minimizes the CSP cost. Whereas,
if the controller uses a reactive scheme, the NYSERnet
InstaGENI location is chosen randomly assuming a homoge-
neous VM pool. Although not generalized, but we observe that
the LC scheme in the process of minimizing the network and
compute cost, ends up choosing a VM where such a resource is
cheaper as the availability is higher. However, the RD scheme
cannot guarantee such a result, and ends up choosing a VM
which is busy serving a separate pool of users and having a
highly reduced resource availability.

Next, in order to generalize such observations and also
to examine if similar effects can be seen when real users
are involved, we used the same setup and performed similar
experiments, however using a “just-in-time” news video server

Fig. 10. Comparison of LC and RD schemes for reactive migration.

as the target application (instead of the news article feeds).
This time we measure the effects of the attack and subsequent
migration using the candidate reactive schemes on human sub-
jects in terms of the user QoE. In this experiment, the DDoS
attack is launched while the users are accessing the stream-
ing and then reactive migration is performed by generating
different scenarios. The video playback quality before attack,
during attack, and after migration is observed and rated using a
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) ranking on a scale of 1 (Poor) to
5 (Excellent). We recruit 10 human subjects from a diverse age
group of 25-34 with 6:4 proportion of male and female sub-
jects as part of a human subject survey conducted at University
of Missouri and using the GENI Cloud testbed.

We created 5 different scenarios, i.e., S1 - S5, where the
application is migrated based on random (RD), least joint (LJ),
least latency (LL), least cost (LC) with playback from the
beginning, and LC with playback from the point of interruption
(which was caused by DDoS attack) schemes. Figure 11 shows
the average MOS ratings are the highest for scenarios S4 and
S5 where the application is migrated using the LC scheme and
the ratings are as good as those before the attack. Among the
two, the users rated scenario S5 marginally better as the play-
back was resumed from the point of interruption due to the
attack occurrence. Upon interviewing the human subjects, it
became evident that the reasons for rating scenario S3 lower
was due to the slower reaction time of the LJ scheme for
service recovery from the point of interruption due to the
attack.

This experiment demonstrates that although in theory the
LJ method ensures better overall utility and performance for
proactive strategy, a greedy approach, such as LC yields better
user QoE due to its quicker response and recovery for the reac-
tive strategy leading to minimal impact of performance. This
also demonstrates that our proposed method is light-weight
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Fig. 11. Comparison of candidate proactive schemes using human subject QoE mean opinion scores.

Fig. 12. Performance comparison of reactive migration strategies with-and-
without false reality.

not only in terms of QoS (e.g., latency) overhead but also
in QoE perspective, given our heuristic algorithms for service
migrations that can be implemented relatively easily within a
data center using tools such as AWS Connector (versus across
many data centers) without disruption to the application user
experience.

F. False Reality Establishment Results

In order to satisfy the necessary conditions for creat-
ing the false reality environment, the ‘Attack Profiler’ (from
Section III-B) generates results similar to the one in Figure 4.
These results help in determining the amount of dummy traffic
that needs to be synthetically created to instantiate the pre-
tense. In our false reality experiment, we use Figure 4 results
to initiate false reality and compare the performance of our
proposed ‘LC-based reactive scheme with false reality’ against
our previous migration scheme without false reality [43].
The comparisons are made in terms of the chances for the
attacker to distinguish between VMs with real and dummy
traffic. In Figures 12(a), and 12(b), we compare the aver-
age response time and percentage of dropped packets during
the idle and probing phases for the different attack intensity
settings. We observe that - for the migration without false
reality, the difference between response times and percent-
age of dropped packets before and after migration/redirection
is sufficient enough (from Section V-C) for the attacker to
detect migration/redirection scenarios. Such a detection sug-
gests to the attacker that a high-value target has been found,
and thus increases the chances of a future (more intensive)
attack. Whereas, for our proposed scheme with false reality,
the change in response time and dropped packets percentage
after migration/redirection is negligible. The effectiveness of
our false reality environment shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(b)
are direct outcomes of the intelligent dummy traffic generation
insights received from Figure 4 through the ‘Attack Profiler’
functionality.

Fig. 13. Comparison of successful identification of dummy traffic by the
attacker.

Next, we demonstrate the overall effectiveness of our
proposed false reality pretense in terms of the success rate
of an attacker in identifying the presence of dummy traffic in
Figure 13. The success rate is calculated by the total number
of successful dummy identifications for the target applica-
tion consumption by a small-to-large number of users. The
results present an average of 20 reactive migration attempts
involving different destination VMs with varied properties.
Figure 13 shows that the false reality ensures considerably
lower detection success in terms of identifying the dummy
traffic patterns. We observe that with small number of users,
the benefits of false reality is not pronounced enough as
with small amount of traffic generated from a small num-
ber of users using the target application. Consequently, the
attacker cannot really experience any perceivable difference
in response times when the users are redirected. Thus, it is
possible for our schemes with-and-without false reality to be
virtually indistinguishable. Moreover, schemes without false
reality perform well when number of users using the target
application is very small. However, with large number of users,
the attacker can easily identify the migration/redirection with
considerable change in response times and dropped packets
(as seen from Figures 12(a) and 12(b)) in the absence of false
reality.

Finally in Figure 14, we characterize the benefits of the
false reality pretense in terms of the ‘lost opportunity cost’ of a
DDoS attack and compare it with the cost of implementation of
the false reality pretense. We perform the comparison in terms
of average CPU utilization in order to ascertain whether the
creation of false reality is viable for the CSPs. We calculated
the CPU utilization of the VM hosting the target application
during: idle, probing (200 packets/sec), and flooding peri-
ods. We then compared them with the CPU utilization of the
standby VM generating dummy traffic for 100, 300, and 500
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Fig. 14. Benefits and costs of false reality in terms of average CPU utilization.

users, respectively. From Figure 14, it is evident that the uti-
lization of a VM under DDoS attack is more than 50% higher
than an average dummy VM generating traffic for around 300
users, thus satisfying Equation (14) for cost effectiveness of
the false reality pretense. Interestingly while generating high
loads of dummy traffic, i.e., mimicking more than 1000 users’
traffic, the dummy VM’s CPU utilization might be as high as
a VM under attack, thus making false reality less beneficial in
those circumstances (at least in terms of CPU utilization cost).
These results overall signify the importance of the false real-
ity pretense and provide insights for the cost-effective dummy
traffic generation design while creating an illusion of success
for the attacker.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an intelligent MTD based proac-
tive and reactive VM migration scheme to protect cloud based
applications from LOA attacks, such as DDoS. Our proposed
scheme optimizes the frequency of migration in order to mini-
mize wastage of network resources, yet limiting attack impact
and damages. The scheme also computes the ideal migra-
tion location selection based on a market-driven scheme that
considers key factors which include candidate VM’s capacity,
available network bandwidth, and VM reputation in terms of
attack history. To the best of our knowledge, our work is one
among the very first to propose proactive MTD based VM
migration optimization schemes that consider a heterogeneous
VM pool and perform trade-offs between the cost of migration
upon attack detection. In addition to being effective when a
CSP’s internal network is infiltrated to launch DDoS attacks,
our scheme provides benefits to CSPs in terms of enhanced
protection using a false reality pretense to learn intelligent
attack behavior and deter future attacks.

In the future, we plan to minimize the cloud management
cost of MTD-based solutions to perform trade-offs between
system obfuscation and resource management. We also plan
to study the implementation of our schemes considering con-
tainerized application formats and policy co-ordination across
multiple domains to block DDoS attacks closer to the attack
source side.
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